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t this stage of  our 

Anational life it is no 
longer necessary to 

begin to highlight the importance 
of communication as a tool of 
development as the benefits are 
very obvious and conspicuous. 
Nigeria is a big nation purporting 
to carter for the interest of the 
generality of the people. Fact is 
the constituent elements that 
make up the country are still very 
conscious of their individuality 
and taking various measures to 
advance themselves within the 
polity. 

Even when we clamour and 
noise about nationality, evidence 
abound that there is still a loose 
regional structure, thus we have 
such groups as the Northern 
Elders Forum (NEF), Ohanaeze 
Ndigbo, Arewa Consultative 
Forum (ACF), Oodua People's 
Assembly etc. Information 
dissemination and championing 
of their agenda all of which must 
occur through a medium is 
critical to achieving their 
objective. 

Little wonder while we still 
have many national tabloids 
m a j o r i t y  o f  w h i c h  a r e  
concentrated in the Lagos axis of 
the press, there still exists 
regional papers which caters for 
the interest of  the various 
regions. Thus, we have the Daily 
Trust as the mouth piece of the 
north and the Tribune speaking 
for the west. Once, we had the 
Sunray newspaper, now defunct 
which covered the south-south.

Which paper is speaking for 
Ndigbo? Many would readily 
offer SUN as a response but not 
realizing that it is wearing a 
national outlook. This is not 
about diminishing Nigeria and 
emphasizing ethnicism or 
promoting tribal interest as many 
are bound to interpret this. 
Emerging events  and the 
consistent agitation for regional 
structure clearly supports the 

need for a regional paper for 
Ndigbo. 

Ndigbo are very enterprising 
people and can be found 
succeeding in virtually every area 
of endeavours. Today they are 
synonymous with commerce and 
their rare ingenuity sets them up 
to venture into diverse areas of 
activities. Our observations 
however, have revealed that 
Ndigbo have not been successful 
in newspaper business for 
reasons we all are challenged to 
r e s e a r c h  f o r  c a u s e s  a n d  
solutions.

It beats the imagination that 
outside the SUN newspaper 
some of the papers owned by 
Igbo sons and daughters would 
either have ran out of steam, or 
are limping to remain in 
existence, yet we are successful 
in other areas.  

Today the west controls the 
media in Nigeria and finds it a 
powerful instrument to wield 
some influence in the Nigerian 
polity either through propaganda 
or agenda setting. Many may 
grudge this but that is the reality.

News Echo was birthed last 
August with the vision of giving 
a voice to the voiceless. It is non-
political and has the vision too of 
championing Igbo interest. It 
provides an opportunity and a 
rallying point for Ndigbo to be 
heard and to canvass their views 
on critical national issues. So far 
at the risk of being immodest it 
has driven these objectives. We 
are not against any person or 
government and will not offer 
ourselves a willing tool to 
anyone to run others down. 

In a turbulent economy such as 
we have the journey has not been 
smooth but not insurmountable. 
It is so far so good. As we present 
the paper officially today to the 
world, we are saying to Ndigbo, 
this is your paper, own it, 
patronize it, and support it.   
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apologetic.”
Why is the same President 

ordering his troops to kill youths 
whose only crime is being Igbo? 
The argument that the ongoing 
carnage in the Southeast is a 
response to the alleged threat posed 
b y  t h e  N n a m d i  K a nu - l e d  
Indigenous Peoples of  Biafra, 
IPOB, is untenable.

Let's be clear, any attack on 
security infrastructure in the 
Southeast, and, indeed, anywhere 
else is condemnable and the killing 
of  policemen is a barbaric act that 
must be punished. But that must be 
in accordance with the laws of  the 
land. Extra-judicial killings have no 
p l a c e  i n  a  c o n s t i t u t i o n a l  
democracy.

And in doing that, the wrong 
people should not be held 
vicariously liable for crimes they 
knew nothing about. Making every 
Igbo a collateral damage for crimes 
committed by yet to be ascertained 
felons is a crime against humanity. 
U n k n ow n  g u n m e n  r e m a i n  
unknown until the government 
unravels them. But if  the Buhari 
government in its ineptitude fails to 
do that, venting his spleen on the 
Igbo is most unfair.

Imo State Governor, Hope 
Uzodimma, who invited the 
military, has said for the umpteenth 
time that unknown gunmen are not 
IPOB activists. Recently, his Chief  
P r e s s  S e c r e t a r y,  O g u w i k e  
Nwachuku, issued a statement 
saying that no fewer than 400 
people who carried out recent 
attacks in Imo have been arrested 
and charged to court.

“The good thing,” Nwachuku 
said, “is that over 70 per cent of  
them are not Igbo.”

When former political adviser to 
ex-President Goodluck Jonathan, 
Ahmed Gulak, was brutally 
murdered in Owerri, Uzodimma 
i n s i s t e d  i t  w a s  p o l i t i c a l  
assassination.

Now, there is no love lost 
between Uzodimma and IPOB. So, 
he is not saying that because he 
wants to save their skin. So, why is 
nobody listening to him? Assuming 
without conceding that the 
unknown gunmen are indeed IPOB 
activists, does that mean that every 
Igbo youth is a felon that must be 
gunned down on the street?

Wa s  t h e  G e r m a n y - b a s e d  
businessman, Oguchi Unachukwu, 
killed by an Air Force officer on his 
way  t o  t h e  S a m  M b a k we  
International Cargo Airport, 
Owerri on May 31 a member of  the 
Eastern Security Network?

The Catholic Archbishop of  
Owerri Archdiocese lamented in a 
video recently that he counted 35 
corpses of  Igbo youths dumped at 
the Federal Medical Centre, FMC, 
Owerri mortuary. Who killed 
them? For what crime? Are they 
I P O B  m e m b e r s ?  T h e s e  
premeditated murders in the 
Southeast must stop.

SB Morgen, a Lagos-based 
geopolitical research consultancy, 
said recently that at least $11 
million (N5.5 billion at the current 
exchange rate of  N500 to $1) has 
been paid to kidnappers between 
January 2016 and March 2020, 
most of  them negotiated by Sheik 
Gumi.

The most brazen of  these evil acts 
was the abduction of  23 students, 
including a staff, of  Greenfield 
University in Kaduna State, on 
April 20. The bandits killed one 
person during the raid and, in the 
days after the attack, murdered five 
of  the students. Thereafter, their 
leader, Sani Jalingo, spoke to the 
Hausa Service of  the Voice of  
America on May 3, and demanded  
N100 million and ten motorcycles 
before the remaining 14 students 
would be released. The hapless 
parents ended up paying over N150 
m i l l i o n  a n d  b o u g h t  e i g h t  
motorcycles for the bandits to 
secure the release of  their children 
on May 29, 40 days after they were 
abducted.

None of  the bandits has been 
arrested. Gumi, who negotiated the 
deal, is still walking the streets free. 
Nobody has invited him to explain 
what happened. Who does that? 
Truth be told, the joke is on Buhari 
because it takes a certain level of  
shamelessness for a leader under 
whose watch these atrocities are 
committed to turn around and 
threaten fire and brimstone against 
others.

A s  P r o f  Wo l e  S o y i n k a  
poignantly noted recently: “When 
Benue was first massively brought 
under siege, with the massacre of  
innocent citizens, the destruction of  
farms, mass displacement followed 
by alien occupation, Buhari's 
language – both as utterance and as 
what is known as “body language” 
– was of  a totally different temper. It 
was diffident, conciliatory, even 

most celebrated crime buster, DCP 
Abba Kyari, has been deployed in 
the Southeast, including assorted 
military hardware, in a desperate 
bid to subdue the Igbo.

Yet, while all these deployments 
were being made, on June 6, no 
fewer than 27 people were killed 
when armed herdsmen invaded 
Odugbeho community in Agatu 
Local Government Area of  Benue 
State.

In April, more than 100 people 
were  massacred  in  severa l  
communities in Zamfara State. The 
state government shut down four 
major markets –  Magami Market 
in Gusau Local Government, 
Dansadau Market in Maru Local 
Government, Wanke Market in 
Gusau Local Government and 
Dauran Market in Zurmi Local 
Government – to prevent reprisal 
attacks by vigilante members.

Northern women did not 
complain. Northern elders lost their 
voices. Last Saturday, 11 people 
were slaughtered in Igangan 
community in the Ibarapa area of  
Oyo State by herdsmen. No outrage 
from the North.

The 136 children abducted by 
bandits penultimate Sunday from 
an Islamic school in Tegina town, 
Niger State are still in captivity. 
With the exception of  a statement 
issued on May 31 by the presidency, 
saying that security agents were 
searching for the missing children, 
some as young as six years, nothing 
has been heard from the Federal 
Government.

Everyone seems to be waiting on 
the Islamic cleric, Sheik Ahmad 
Gumi, who has become prolific in 
negotiating ransom, to make his 
next move. There have been at least 
six kidnappings of  students in the 
North since December 2020 and 
more than 800 students and staff  
have been abducted, with some 
fatalities.

and want them exterminated.
“But have you asked yourself  

why Benue, Plateau, Southern 
Kaduna people are all crying? They 
also hate Buhari? Soyinka hates 
Buhari? Ayo Adebanjo hates 
Buhari? Even the Northern 
governors that are now crying over 
banditr y  hate  Buhari?  The 
reasonable Yoruba clamouring for 
change hate Buhari?

“Ndigbo radiate uncritical hate, 
insist being repaid with love and 
they are delusional. Really? I wish 
you luck. What goes around comes 
around. Those who helped to 
massacre Ndigbo in the past are 
today being massacred. It is called 
karma. It never fails. When you 
support evil, you reap bountifully 
from it.

“But let me tell you something. 
Ndigbo don't reckon with your 
likes. Like them, hate them, they are 
here to stay. You can stew in your 
animosity for all they care. Your 
insult is inconsequential. You can 
join hands with the likes of  your 
soul mate, Adeyinka Grandson, to 
masturbate in your evil fantasy, but 
you are the one hurting, not 
Ndigbo. So, find a way of  dealing 
with your hate before it consumes 
you.”

It is surprising that anyone will 
accuse the Igbo of  uncritical hatred 
against other Nigerians, when in 
fact they are the cord that binds the 
disparate tendencies in the country 
together. In any case, Ndigbo are 
not seeking to be loved. They are 
asking for a Nigeria that works for 
all. How is that a crime? How can a 
people's legitimate desire to be 
treated with fairness and justice in 
their own country be adjudged 
hatred?

Suddenly, Northern elders have 
found their voice. They are pleading 
with Buhari to let Ndigbo go. Their 
women are now demonstrating 
with placards. Their farmers are 
boycotting Southern markets. Their 

y column last week Mtitled, “Is another war 
for 'Biafra' inevitable?” 

elicited a lot of  responses. Ndigbo 
are unanimous in their rejection of  
war. They are also unequivocal in 
their condemnation of  the senseless 
violence in the Southeast.

But one of  the responses stood 
out in its toxicity. A professional 
colleague, who is a fervent 
supporter of  President Buhari, 
wrote: “Ikechukwu Amaechi! Your 
conclusions are great but based on a 
faulty premise. Buhari is not Igbo 
problem. The Igbo that radiate 
uncritical hate, but insist being 
repaid by love, are the delusional 
one. I would have thought that a 
people who had gone through 
avoidable catastrophe in the past 
would be doubly wary. But 
everyone played the ostrich until 
that lunatic Nnamdi Kanu is again 
pushing them to the brink — a 
hardworking people that have 
assets, baiting war!  

“But my pitch is not really for the 
Igbo. It's for my peacocky Yoruba 
folks tolerating another IPOB 
Yoruba variant, Sunday Igboho, … 
who doesn't even know what the 
problem is and is insistent on 
solving it!  

“PMB is not the Igbo problem. 
The Igbo penchant to play the 
ostrich, when they should promptly 
act, is it. But I hope good sense 
would prevail.”

I knew where he was coming 
from and I decided not to suffer 
fools gladly.

“Kunle, ordinarily, I don't 
respond to comments such as yours. 
I don't know what issues you have 
with Ndigbo. I know left for you, 
you would wish all of  them be killed 
for whatever reason. You wouldn't 
mind another holocaust,” I 
riposted.

“My friend, the joke is on you 
and your unreasonable type who 
sees Ndigbo as Nigeria's problem 
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These premeditated killings in Alaigbo 
must stop

Buhari Obiozor
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platform through a policy that is 
practical for other international 
donor agencies to work with in 
that state. The multiplier effect of  
h a v i n g  a v a l a n c h e  o f  
international donor agencies 
doing one project or another in a 
state is manifold. The civil society 
organizations, SMEs, artisans, 
media, professional bodies, 
citizens, non-state actors will all 
benefit from the myriad of  
activities going on.

In the southeast, Anambra is 
the most friendly state for 
international donor projects 
because there is visible, realistic 
and working policies that make 
them throng into the state. No 
serious international agencies 
will work in a state that doesn't 
have clear cut governance 
policies like OGP, International 
Public  Sector Accounting 
Standards (IPSAS), SFTAS, 
national charter of  account, 
among others because these are 
the  fu lc r um upon which  
governance thrive. My visit to 
Anambra communities when I 
was the Team Lead for the 
F e d e r a l  G o v e r n m e n t  
/Worldbank National Social 
Safety Net Project (NASSP) for 
Conditional Cash Transfer aimed 
at pulling the poor and vulnerable 
out of  poverty, I saw alot of  
projects by Worldbank, RAMP, 
E U,  U S A I D,  p r o v i d i n g  
electricity, motorized boreholes, 
community roads, provisions of  
oil mill among others.  Anambra 
generates more money from the 
international agencies so much 
so that it may have paid salaries 
from the funds coming from here. 
The state does not also hesitate in 
paying her counterpart funds for 
some of  these projects to kick 
start.

Tell me a state that's developed 
and I will show you a state that's 
OGP compliant. I appreciate the 
OGP Secretariat, because they 
have continued to provide 
support to state to meet up with 
each timeline/checklist for each 
stage. OGP is a serious platform 
that insists on following strictly 
on the procedures. Imagine 
scaling through each process and 
you earn money. The money 
earned doing the right thing vis-a-
vis the SFTAS template is far 
more better that what one loses, 
doing otherwise. The states 
should work with the civil society 
organizations (CSOs) like we 
have been trained by OGP to 
provide support especially as it 
regards ensuring that each 
stage/checklist is done on time. 
All hands must be on deck by 
both the supply and demand sides 
to achieve this and there is no 
better time than now.

thereby, reducing the turnover 
time for responses to FOI 
Requests.

In his contribution, the Civil 
Society Specialist of  States Fiscal 
Transparency Accountability 
a n d  S u s t a i n a b i l i t y ,  
( S F TA S / O G P ) ,  A b ayo m i  
Akinbo urged participants of  the 
workshop to take the training 
home and ensure that other civil 
society organizations understand 
what SFTAS means, especially 
that governance can only be 
taken home if  the government of  
the day imbibes the practice of  
citizens budget where the inputs 
and priority of  the community 
needs are captured in the budget. 
The citizens should work with the 
demand side leaders who are the 
House of  Assembly lawmakers in 
this process. 

Imo state for example can save 
a lot of  money, boost her 
internally generated revenue 
through the Treasury Single 
Account (TSA), biometric 
capture of  civil servants to reduce 
incidence of  ghost workers, 
engage stakeholders and citizens 
in her budget process and 
reintroduce the public hearing 
system in the budget process.

The development of  a state 
does not only come from how 
much IGR the state generates, 
there must be a good governance 

and Private Sectors Stakeholders 
working to make the lives of  
ordinary citizens better by 
entrenching transparency and 
accountability through citizens 
participation. 

OGP is founded on the core 
principles of  co-creation, access 
to information and transparency. 
The beauty of  this process is that 
the government and citizens 
represented by CSOs, Organised 
Private Sector, Trade Unions and 
Fai th -based  g roups  come 
together to co-create and 
implement  t ransformat ive  
commitments. 

She pointed out some of  the 
successes that have been recorded 
since the journey of  working 
hand in hand with citizens to 
i m p r ove  g ove r n a n c e  a n d  
government has begun, the yearly 
publication of  citizens budgets, 
the development and deployment 
of  the Nigeria Open Contracting 
P o r t a l  ( N O C O P O ) ,  t h e  
amendment of  the Companies 
and Allied Matters Act, which 
has provisions for Nigeria to 
begin the implementation of  
b e n e f i c i a l  o w n e r s h i p  
transparency, improvement in the 
implementation of  the freedom 
of  information Act, adding that 
most MDAs now have assigned 
FOI Desk Officers responding to 
FOI requests from citizens, 

online by September 30, 2021 
(The citizens accountability 
report detailing information 
summar iz ing  gove r nment  
engagement with citizens, 
spending, citizens-nominated 
projects, projects implemented 
through citizens consultation and 
audited financial statements for 
2020 must be published by 
September 2021), the OGP 
Secretariat is working to provide 
states template to work with. 

T h e  O p e n  G ove r n m e n t  
Partnership (OGP) will be in 
touch with states on these issues 
to train state officials on how to 
use it and publish proposed 
budget for 2022 annual state 
spending as submitted to the 
State House of  Assembly online 
by December 31, 2021 (The 
proposed budget for the State for 
year 2022 as presented to the 
State House of  Assembly must be 
published by end of  December 
2021). This is expected to 
encourage States to conduct 
necessary engagement with 
r e l eva n t  s t a k e h o l d e r s  i n  
preparation of  the budget.

T h e  O G P  N a t i o n a l  
Coordinator, Dr. Anne Nzegwu, 
who spoke at the South East 
wo r k s h o p  o n  p e r m a n e n t  
dialogue mechanisms held in 
Enugu noted that OGP is a global 
platform of  reformers, in 
collaboration with Civil Society 

oday, governance has Tbeen recreated by new 
paradigm shift of  what is 

called citizens-budget by all states 
of  the country, Nigeria.

T h e  S t a t e s  F i s c a l  
Transparency, Accountability 
and Sustainability (SFTAS) 
program seeks to improve and 
strengthen fiscal management 
and entrench transparency and 
accountability mechanisms that 
ensure efficient utilization of  
public funds that improve public 
s e r v i c e  d e l i ve r y.  A s  a n  
implementing agency of  the 
SFTAS Program, the Nigeria 
Open Government Partnership 
(OGP) Secretariat is providing 
technical assistance to the states 
to achieve the Disbursement 
Linked Indicator  2(DLI) ,  
increased citizens participation in 
the budget process as well as the 
implementation of  the broader 
Open Government Principles.

To ensure that States have a 
clear understanding of  the 
program expectation for 2021 
with respect to DLI 2, the OGP 
S e c r e t a r i a t  p r e p a r e d  t h e  
fol lowing checklist  which 
outlines clear and detailed 
information on the prerequisites 
to be met, to achieve the DLI 2 for 
2021 and the upcoming year 
2022. 

The states need to publish 
approved annual 2021 State 
Budget online by January 31, 
2021, (The approved annual 
budget for 2021 is expected to be 
completed and published online 
for citizens by January 31, 2021). 
At this point, your state should 
have met this deadline), publish 
citizens inputs from formal public 
consultations for the preparation 
of  the 2021 Budget by January 31, 
2021 (This is a report, jointly 
signed by government and 
citizens led groups, of  the public 
consultation for the preparation 
of  the 2021 budget. 

A document on the inputs 
generated by citizens during 
budget preparation engagements 
for the 2021 Budget must be 
published online for citizens by 
January 31, 2021. At this point, 
your state should have met this 
deadline.), publish citizens 
budget version made from the 
approved 2021 annual state 
budget online by April, 30, 2021. 
(The citizens budget version 
developed from the 2021 
approved annual state budget 
detailing government spending 
and revenue with information on 
priority areas and projects must 
be published online latest by end 
of  April 2021), publish citizens 
accountability report based on 
a u d i t e d  f i n a n c i a l  
statements/reports published 
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The import of Citizens-Budget, the 
SFTAS governance platform

By Chigozie Uzosike

Ahmed
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Showbiz/FashionShowbiz/FashionShowbiz/Fashion
elebrities trooped in to 

Cthe red carpet premiere 
of  My Village People in 

Lagos.
My Village People a movie 

starring and written by Bovi and 
directed by Niyi Akomolayan 

left us wondering what was 
going on. 

Here is a list of  themed looks. 
Sharon Ooja 
Sharon Ooja wore a black 

dress from Idiolnupo. It had 

held its premiere on Sunday, 
June 6, 2021. 

The theme of  the red carpet 
was mystical black. 

Some celebrities thrilled us, 
some completely forgot about 
the theme, oh well, and others 

sequins and lace cut-outs but 
what did it for me was the black 
lipstick. It fit the theme perfectly. 

Do2tun 
Media personality Do2tun 

looked perfectly sinister in a 
black hooded gown, black boots 
and completed the look with 
blue eyeshadow. 

Lucy Edet 
Lucy stuck to the theme in 

polka dot gown and black 
overcoat. The overcoat with 
h i g h  c o l l a r s  w a s  g i v i n g 
maleficent vibes. Love it! 

Lilo Aderogba 
Lilo is an incredibly pretty 

lady, but she did too much with 

those over-the-top winged 
collars. 

Erica Nlewedim 
The star girl is a beautiful 

young woman, but the black 
outfit with gold trimmings by 
Weiz Dhurm Franklyn though 
beautiful did not seem like it was 
the right fit for her body. 

Bisola Aiyeola 

B i s o l a  A i y e o l a  w o r e 

SOMObysomo and this look is 

dwindling between my favorite 

and not favorite look because I 

love the fit and the shape but 

those feathers at the front of  the 

gown, I do not like at all.
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Looks from the red carpet of 'My Village People' premiere 



covid -19 or coronavirus. Recall 
that all activities in the world 
f r o m  s p o r t s,  b u s i n e s s e s,  
education, aviation, religion, 
indeed, all local, national and 
international ways of  life were 
abruptly collapsed in what was 
later nicknamed lockdown. 
Since Ndigbo believe in their 
Ikenga Spirit and in their never- 
say- die characteristics, the 
publisher +did not look back in 
setting up this newspaper at that 
point in time when other 
investors were closing down their 
establishments. As the publisher, 
Chief  Chimezie Kingsley stated; 
“It was a great risk taken with a 
positive mind, affirmative action 
and optimistic vision.  As a 
Christian, I always have the 
abiding faith that any odd, 
cha l l enge,  oppos i t ion  o r  
difficulty will also pass away. The 
team I gathered to pioneer News 
Echo worked assiduously and 
effectively interpreted my dream 
and today, I am very proud to 
gather you, my leaders, spiritual 
and temporal, for this grand 
o c c a s i o n  eve n  o f f i c i a l ly  
presenting these two products 
namely, News Echo newspaper 
and News Insider magazine to 
the public”.  

global economy was completely 
and suddenly shutdown – that is, 
the world was brought to its 
knees by the raging and deadly 
pandemic which ultimately came 
to be known and addressed as 

and promote excel lence 
through a quality newspaper 
which is reliable, accountable 
and responsive.  News Echo 
and News Insider came into 
being in August 2020 when the 

vision is to pioneer new ways to 
serving the public and providing 
credible reports across all media 
platforms with the mission to 
inspire and promote exceptional 
journalism, encourage innovation 

he cream of  Igbo wards Tand their associates are 
today in Owerri, the Imo 

State capital for the official and 
public presentation of  the News 
Echo newspaper and News 
Insider  magazine. The event 
which is scheduled at the Event 
Royale Centre, opposite NTA 
and beside Conconde Hotels, 
Owerri, is billed for 10am. The 
chairman of  the occasion is 
former military administrator of  
Delta State, retired Commodore 
Luke Ochulor just as the keynote 
address speaker is erudite 
erstwhile chairman, National 
E l e c t r i c i t y  R e g u l a t o r y  
Commission, Dr Sam Amadi 
while the unveiling will be 
performed by the Chancellor, 
Gregory University Uturu, Prof  
Greg Ibe.  Among those to be 
honoured today with different 
categories of  awards are Chief  
Emmanuel Iwuanyanwu, Chief  
Chekwas Okorie, Chief  Felix 
Anyansi Agwu, Chief  Chuks 
Iloegbunam, Nma Olebra and 
few others. 
As a matter of  introduction, 
News Echo is a regional 
newspaper circulating in the 
South East and some parts of  
South –South, including Asaba, 
Rivers and Bayelsa areas. The 

By Ori Martins
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he state chairman, All Progressives TCongress, APC, Prince Marcillinus O. 
Nlemigbo at the party's secretariate received 

in audience a group under the auspices of  Great 
G27 otherwise known as Local Government 
Coordinators of  Senator Ifeanyi Ararume's 
Destiny Organization led by Chief  Sir ADC Uche 
who collapsed its structures across the wards of  the 
27 LGAs into the mainstream party.

Speaking on behalf  of  his colleagues, Chief  Sir 
Uche expressed the resolution of  his group to 
formally reaffirm their collective support and 
solidarity to the APC led government of  His 
Excellency Distinguished Senator Hope 
Uzodimma, whom they discribed as a visionary 
and phenomenal  ser vant  leader whose 
commitment to reconstruct, rehabilitate and 
recover Imo State has earned him wide admiration 
and commendation.

According to him, "as former Local Government 
Coordinators of  Destiny Organization across the 
state, we are here to reaffirm our decision to join the 
party as true party men and women to support our 
dear governor, His Excellency Distinguished 
Senator Hope Uzodimma".

He further maintained that their decision to join 
the governor was not influenced by any pecuniary 
consideration but a collective resolution of  its 

Nlemigbo welcomes former coordinators of 
Destiny Organization into the party

members burne out of  genuine interest and 
commitment to join hands with the party 
leadership to support the government of  
Distinguished Senator Hope Uzodimma.

Also speaking, Hon Peter Benson former 
coordinator Owerri North LGA, expressed 
fulfilment for the warm reception accorded to 
them as he further pledged the unflinching loyalty 
and solidarity of  their members. Speaking on 
behalf  of  the women forks, Chief  Mrs Angela 
Akunna (Ada Ekwueziokwu) woman leader 
Owerri Municipal, assured the state chairman of  
the support of  her women while pleading for 
inclusion of  their supporters across the state in 
party activities and programmes. In his response, 
the chairman of  the party, Prince Barr. Marcillinus 
O. Nlemigbo while welcoming them expressed 
satisfaction with their decision to join hands with 
other party men and women to support the 
governor. 

He applauded them for the bold step to take 
their political destiny in their hands, he however 
assured them of  maximum integration into the 
everyday activities and programmes of  the party at 
all levels. Also speaking, the state secretary of  the 
party Lady Love Ineh described the group as a 
responsible, disciplined, reliable and dependable 
political structure with enviable and bankable 
political tract record in the state.Nlemigbo

Iwuanyanwu Okorie

Agwu Ochulor
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to mentorship which is the 
g r e a t e s t  c h a l l e n g e  o f  
leadership, many of us were 
mentored administratively 
and professionally, by you 
and so many readers who 
read and followed you were 
very happy with you. Now 
some people are seeing you 
more as a politician than an 
inspiration. (He laughs 
again). Now how do you 
balance the two sides? (Cuts 
in)   
To see me as a politician would 
be erroneous because I am not. 
I see myself  as a media 
professional working in a 
political environment. But 
have I become a politician? 
No, I am not. As I talk to you 
now I am not a registered 
member of  any political party 
and if  you ask me after this 
assignment do I want to go 
into politics, the answer is no. I 
am not a politician and 
anybody that sees me as one is 
making a mistake. By the time 
I finish this assignment I am 
back in the media because I 
am on leave of  absence from 
the media and intend to 
return.

Talking about this your thirty 
five years as a journalist, can 
you raise your hands and say 
that this is your best moment, 
when you can say yes I did it 
and also when you can say no 
no no, when you can say that 
this is the saddest moment in 
it. 
Well my active media life 
s p a n s  e l e c t r o n i c s  a n d  
newspapering. I started as a 
youth corps member Lagos 
Television. After the National 
Youth Service Corps, (NYSC) 
I went to Radio Lagos as a 
current affairs officer for about 
two years. And then I went to 
work in Concord Press as a 
senior staff  writer. I spent ten 
years in Concord Press rising 
to become editor, National 
Concord. After National 
Concord went down I went to 
Nigerian Tribune as a member 
of  the editorial board. I spent 
about one and half  years when 
I was invited to join the Sun 
newspaper. Why did I accept 
that invitation? Those behind 
it like Mike Awoyinfa and 
Dimgba Igwe, of  course Orji 
Kalu was the proprietor, and 

principal. In a nutshell, that is 
the story of  my young life to 
adolescence to adulthood.

Sir, many people were very 
much inspired, at least I was 
among them. When it comes 

n ew s  b u s i n e s s.  I n  t h e  
newspaper, I was the one 
processing news. Here as the 
media adviser I am the one 
supplying news. (Laughter 
here). Now I give them content 
to use as pertains to my 

36 years and since I left school 
I have not done any other thing 
apart from journalism. Six 
years ago I left to work with 
Mr. President as his media 
adviser, still involved in the 

 emi Adesina is the FSpec ia l  Adv i s e r  to  
President Muhammadu 

Buhari on Media. He was the 
pioneer editor and later the 
managing director of  Sun 
newspapers. He is a renowned 
media icon with experience 
spanning over thirty six years. In 
this interview, with our editor, 
Afam Echi and managing editor, 
Ori Martins who engaged him in 
his Aso Rock Villa office, he has 
debunked the claim that Buhari 
does not hate Ndigbo. He adds 
that the economy is diversified 
while appealing to cease from the 
killings going on in the South 
East. Quite an interesting read, 
enjoy. 

Sir, the truth is that most 
people know you now as the 
SA media and presidential 
spokesperson but there are 
those of us who know your 
journey from Osun State to 
Ibadan to Lagos and now in 
Abuja. Graphically, can you 
now recapture the growing 
up days  in  Osun,  the  
University days at Ibadan, 
Lagos as a journalist and now 
in Abuja?     
He jiggles a smile. You are 
asking to recapture a journey 
of  almost sixty years in a few 
minutes. Well, I was born to 
two teachers; my father was a 
school principal. In fact, he 
was the first African principal 
of  St Charles Grammar 
School in Oshogbo. Before he 
became the principal of  that 
school in 1960, that school 
was predominantly led by 
Europeans. It was a Catholic 
school and when he became 
the principal in 1960 that 
school in the western states 
was the greatest school. I was 
born in Oshogbo. From there 
he went to Nothrigam College, 
Ekiti and was still principal 
there. It was from there he 
retired home in 1971. Talking 
of  home, home is Ikpetumodu 
in present Osun State. When 
he retired home, we the kids 
continued our school back 
home. When I finished the 
secondary school and went 
into the University, it was the 
University of  Ife, now called 
Obafemi Awolowo University 
(OAU). I finished in 1986, and 
w e n t  i n t o  j o u r n a l i s m  
immediately. So calculate 
1986 to now and that is about 

Soludo
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Adesina

Buhari does not hate Ndigbo 
- Femi Adeshina

“To see me as a politician would be erroneous because I am not. 
I see myself as a media professional working in a political 
environment. But have I become a politician? No, I am not. As I 
talk to you now I am not a registered member of any political 
party and if you ask me after this assignment do I want to go into 
politics, the answer is no. I am not a politician and anybody that 
sees me as one is making a mistake. By the time I finish this 
assignment I am back in the media because I am on leave of 
absence from the media and intend to return.”
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running helter skelter. 

Commentaries from a large 
section of the Nigerian public 
appear to indicate that the 
politician is the major 
impediment to development. 
We have a Nigeria where 
nothing works. Do you agree 
with this view? 
I  wou ldn ' t  ag ree.  The  
politicians  have their short 
comings but the people 
themselves have theirs. It is 
everybody, everybody. You 
find people expecting a perfect 
government. Where do you 
find that? All over the world, 
no perfect government, no 
perfect politician, no perfect 
people, so everybody has a 
quota in the blame of  
whatever is Nigeria's malaise. 

But bearing in mind that it is 
the politicians that provide 
the leadership, do you think 
that everything is okay by 
them?  
The politicians are human. 
They are human. And what 
does the politician want? He 
wants power and he wants it at 
all cost even if  it means he 
becomes unscrupulous he 
becomes unscrupulous, all he 
wants is power. And who are 
the people that install the 
politicians? It is still the 
people, everybody has his fair 
share of  blame in whatever is 
the malaise of  our country. 

Assuming per chance you 
become the president of this 
country, what is that singular 
thing that thugs at your mind 
which you can do to turn the 
table around, to make a great 
difference? 
I don't even have the ambition 
to ever become the president. 
Laughter from all the parties

Yea but we are making 
assumptions here, per chance 
you become one?
Assuming okay, but I will 
never become a president 
because you will first become a 
politician which I am not 
thinking of  running for 
a n y t h i n g .  ( L a u g h t e r  
continues). Okay. In any 
position I find myself  I want to 
use it to make a difference in 
the lives of  the people. So if  by 
accident I find myself  a 
president I will use it to touch 

at all times. And they must 
also hold patriotism sacred. It 
is our country, we don't have 
another one. If  the country is 
thrown into the turmoil the 
media cannot practice, cannot 
sell their papers, cannot offer 
the public what they are 
producing, everybody will be 

the media is active today (he 
laughs again) it is just that it is 
ampli f ies  their  his tor y.  
Nigerian media is born into 
activism and you cannot 
repress them. I must counsel 
that in the midst of  activism, 
truth must not suffer. The 
media must hold truth sacred 

activism in the colonial rule till 
we achieved independence. 
After that it was activism 
against military rule till 
democracy came. After that 
you find out that at one time or 
the other the media is engaged 
in one activism or the other. If  

Mike Awoyinfa and Dimgba 
Igwe were providing the 
professional expertise.  I had 
worked with them earlier in 
the Concord Press, Weekend 
Concord to be precise. I was 
glad to accept the offer. I didn't 
join the team that established 
the Sun, I was the pioneer 
editor of  Daily Sun. I edited 
the paper for five years after 
which I became executive 
director publications, then 
deputy managing director and 
eventually managing director 
till I left in May 2015 to take up 
this assignment as media 
adviser to President Buhari. I 
have had very good moments 
and times as a journalist. One 
of  the high points of  my career 
was when I was made the 
editor of  the year by the 
Nigerian Media Merit Award 
in 2007. It was a very big one. 
And later in 2013 I was elected 
president, Nigerian Guild of  
editors. It was another big one 
and in 2015 I was re-elected. In 
fact, in that re-election for a 
second term, I  spent just two 
months before I was appointed 
media adviser to the president 
before I had to leave as 
president Nigerian guild of  
editors. In fact, I have had very 
great moments in my career. 
Are there bad moments? Yes, 
in Yoruba there is this adage 
which says that however bright 
the sky is there will be some 
dark patches. Once in a while 
we had our low moments but 
no low moment has come as to 
wanting to quit. I can't recall 
any moment that I felt like 
quitting. I have come to learn 
that life is like being out there 
in the sea. When you are 
sailing on the sea, there are 
moments of  calm, the sea is 
calm and you are just enjoying 
the cruise and there are times 
the sea becomes turbulent. 
Life is like that. 

Looking back, how would 
you see the performance or 
rate the performance of your 
constituency, I mean the 
media in advancing in 
c h a m p i o n i n g  t h e  
development of demo in cracy 
Nigeria. Do you think that 
they have done well?  
Oh yes, I will commend 
Nigeria media at any time, yes 
at any time. We need to also 
look at the history of  media in 
Nigeria. Nigerian media was 
born into activism. First it was 
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...Nigerian media born into activism, 
cannot be repressed

“We also need to know the statistics. The Debt Managment 
Office (DMO) released some statistics recently that are very 
important for our loans. The percentage of Chinese loan is 
negligible, very negligible indeed, you can check. Then of 
the entire loan, once the minister of finance said, vis-à-vis 
our GDP the loans are serviceable. If you take loans that 
your GDP can't service, there is a problem. The Nigerian 
economy is strong enough to service those loans and this is 
an administration that will not take loans and fritter it, or 
share it. They will take those loans for development and 
those developments at the end of the day will have impact.” 

Adesina
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in the sky. If  the plane is taking 
off  and its nose is in the sky it is 
a good sign. But if  the plane is 
taking off  and its nose is down 
it is a dangerous sign. The 
Nigerian economy has a lot of  
prognosis. We will get there. It 
is said that with an economy 
of  about 200 million people 
the economy has to grow at 
about 6% per quarter to touch 
the lives of  the people. We 
grow at an average of  one 
point something. We grew at a 
point of  1.9 or thereabout at a 
time. A lot needs to be done on 
the economy but one good 
thing the administration has 
done is that it has diversified 
the economy. In the last sixty 
years or so we have always had 
a talk about diversifying the 
e c o n o m y  a n d  t h e  
administration has done it. 
Look at agriculture today; 
look at rice, maize, beans, all 
grains. We don't import all 
those things again. We were 
importing but now we have 
enough to satisfy the local 
market, though the prices are 
high but they are available. 
Look at last year when the 
world locked down for 6 
months, all international 
borders was closed; there was 
no money, no food. If  Nigeria 
didn't have self  sufficiency in 
the grains (maize, rice, beans) 
the country would have 
scattered. The country was 
locked down that it couldn't 
import food, even to import 
there was no money, yet we 
could feed ourselves. Let's not 
say Nigeria's economy needs 
to be diversified it has been 
diversified by the Buhari 
administration. 

Very close to this is the loan 
we are taking from foreign 
countries especially China. 
This is troubling so many 
people out there. Recently, 
the Tanzanian president 
rejected a loan from the 
Chinese government and here 
we are romancing with them 
accruing more loans from 
them. There is this concern 
that we may eventually be 
enslaved again by the Chinese 
as a result of the loans. What 
is your comment on this?            

quarter the nation came out of  
it. The economy is like a plane 
that is taking off  with its nose 

went into recession again. It is 
t o  t h e  c r e d i t  o f  t h e  
administration that in one 

administration that within one 
year we pulled out of  the 
recession. And then Covid-19 
came in 2020 and the economy 

the lives of  people, yes in the 
area of  human capi ta l  
development.

We cannot conclude this 
interview without telling us 
the achievement of  this 
administration in the last six 
years 
Oh quite a lot. Fortunately you 
are coming at a time we just 
released it. I can make it 
available. Just last week before 
May 29 we released the 
a c h i e v e m e n t s  o f  t h e  
administration. But you see 
when you are going to rate an 
administration you rate it vis-
à-vis the promises that it made. 
What are these promises? We 
will secure the country, we will 
fight corruption, we will revive 
the economy. These were the 
three major promises, even 
though there are other ones. 
We will secure the country: 
you know how the country 
was in 2015 when we stepped 
in. And you know the initial 
steps the administration took 
and how it was in charge of  
that security situation in the 
first one, two , to three years 
and then suddenly things 
turned round again for bad. 
Initially, it was insurgency, 
b a n d i t r y  j o i n e d ,  t h e n  
kidnapping and ransom 
joined. Armed robbery has 
always been there. It went up 
with cultism, ethnic clashes, 
all those things just spiked. 
The challenges that came from 
security became daunting. 
The challenges are still there 
but the administration too is 
rising to those challenges and I 
believe that before this 
administration braces the tape 
before 2023 those challenges 
will be solved. Economy: You 
know the state at which the 
administration took the 
economy. Things were nose 
diving, in fact, the economy 
was already primed for 
r e c e s s i o n  w h e n  t h e  
administration came. When it 
came oil prices that sold at 144 
dollars per barrel crashed to as 
low as 27 dollars per barrel. 
And what does Nigeria sell to 
earn foreign exchange apart 
from oil? The economy went 
down into recession but it is to 
t h e  c r e d i t  o f  t h e  
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...Buhari politicians wants 
power at all costs

“Oh yes, I will commend Nigeria media at any time, yes at any 
time. We need to also look at the history of media in Nigeria. 
Nigerian media was born into activism. First it was activism 
into colonial rule till we achieved independence. After that it 
was activism against military rule till democracy came. After 
that you find out that at one time or the other the media is 
engaged in one activism or the other. If the media is active today 
(he laughs again) it is just that it is amplifies their history. 
Nigerian media is born into activism and you cannot repress 
them. I must counsel that in the midst of activism, truth must 
not suffer. The media must hold truth sacred at all times. And 
they must also hold patriotism sacred”

Adesina
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called 'unknown gunmen'. 
Are you not disturbed by 
what is happening there?  
It is very very sad and I can tell 
you that the gunmen are not 
unknown. They are known, 
they are very well known.

If they are known it becomes 
easier then to go after them 
because it is said that a 
problem once identified is 
half solved.       
Governor of  Ebonyi was here 
to mention that we know those 
who are carrying the guns. We 
know and from when they 
have encounters with police 
and they kill them we know. 
Anybody who says that they 
are unknown gunmen, may be 
those people are trying to play 
safe so that they don't attract 
the anger of  some people. 
They are known. The country 
knows them.   

So what are we waiting for if 
they are known?         
See those who have been 
killed. One, Ikonso the 
commander who was he? 
IPOB. See those who have 
been arrested, they are 
trainers, retired soldiers, who 
are they? IPOB. IPOB has the 
Eastern Security network 
(ESN), that network is 
responsible for the killings. It is 
not impossible that other 
persons would have creeped in 
under such  umbrella to do 
more damages. For the good 
of  the South East they should 
please stop it now. I worked in 
the Sun owned by an Igbo man 
for about 15 years rising from 
editor to become managing 
director. I know the crusades 
that I did for South East 
several times. I have two 
chieftaincy titles from Igbo 
land, one from Enugu and the 
other from Abia. I am 
interested in the welfare of  the 
region. Several times election 
is coming we have written 
letters to the South East to be 
wise, to vote wisely. Once I 
wrote that the closest route to 
the presidency for the South 
East was through APC, that 
they should give their backing. 
But they still went in the same 
direction.
Thanks so much.    

Ohanaeze came and said that 
no Igbo man would run with 
him. So there is no way that 
the president can be accused 
of  not liking the South East. It 
is not supported by fact.     

Look at what is happening in 
the South East where people 
are decimated by a group 

came from was not in the top 
5. Oh perception is what 
makes some people think that 
he doesn't like South East. The 
first two elections that he ran, 
who were his running mate? 
The first one was Okadigbo, 
the second one Ume- Ezeoke. 
The third one in which Tunde 
Bakare ran I remember that 

didn't like them he would go 
and put them in a very 
innocuous place. Facts don't 
support that assertion. There 
was a time few years ago that 
we released all appointments, 
Imo was in the top three. Is 
Imo not in the South East? 
Ogun was number one. 
Katsina where the president 

We also need to know the 
s t a t i s t i c s .  T h e  D e b t  
Management Office (DMO) 
released some statistics 
r ecen t ly  tha t  a re  ve r y  
important for our loans. The 
percentage of  Chinese loan is 
negligible, very negligible 
indeed, you can check. Then 
of  the entire loan, once the 
minister of  finance said, vis-à-
vis our GDP the loans are 
serviceable. If  you take loans 
that your GDP can't service, 
there is a problem. The 
Nigerian economy is strong 
enough to service those loans 
and this is an administration 
that will not take loans and 
fritter it, or share it. They will 
t a k e  t h o s e  l o a n s  f o r  
development  and those 
developments at the end of  the 
day will have impact. 

Those reading this paper will 
assassinate us if we fail to 
demand this explanation. 
They say that President 
Buhari do not like Igbo. Is it 
not true? 
Facts do not support that. 
There was a time the upper 
year that we released a list of  
projects being done in the 
South East by President 
Buhari. They were 66 projects. 

From this administration and 
which he commenced? 
Whether commenced or 
continued they are in the 
South East. What if  he refused 
to continue? They were 66 
projects this administration is 
doing in the South East. They 
are roads, rail that is passing 
through the place, second 
Niger Bridge, the Enugu 
International Airport, a lot. To 
say that the President does not 
like the South East is not 
supportable by fact judging 
from what is being done. This 
is because the constitution 
says ensure that each state 
provides a minister. All the 
South East states have their 
minister. If  he didn't like them 
he can say that I don't want a 
minister any of  the state. 
Then, look at the minister 
from South East, they are full 
ministers, I think except only 
one. Well there are two this 
time, Emeka and Sharon. In 
the first term, out of  the five 4 
were senior ministers. If  he 
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“In the last sixty years or so we have always had a talk about 
diversifying the economy and the administration has done it. 
Look at agriculture today; look at rice, maize, beans, all grains. 
We don't import all those things again. We were importing but 
now we have enough to satisfy the local market, though the 
prices are high but they are available. Look at last year when the 
world locked down for 6 months, all international borders was 
closed; there was no money, no food. If Nigeria didn't have self 
sufficiency in the grains (maize, rice, beans) the country would 
have scattered. The country was locked down that it couldn't 
import food, even to import there was no money, yet we could 
feed ourselves. Let's not say Nigeria's economy needs to be 
diversified it has been diversified by the Buhari administration.” 

Adesina
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difficult for a woman/girl to resist 
you, no matter how long it's been 
since that spine-tingling sex. 

It has to be one of  the reasons why 
married women meet up their exes 
and are somehow too weak or 
unwilling to say no extra-marital 
affairs with them. 

But is Okafor's Law applicable to 
women alone? Is it just women who 
become too weak to say no to old sex 
partners? Are men are also quick to 
return to the warmth of  old flames? 
I've always pondered on this. Still, I 
have no answers. 

Also, if  we are agreeing that 
Okafor's Law is real, how real is it? 

Out of  every 10 women who have 
once been properly straffed, how many 
of  them become too weak to resist 
that partner from that moment 
onwards? 

In my opinion, I think seven 
women would seriously consider 
engaging in that sex, and four of  them 
will actually decide to engage, 
particularly if  all the partners they've 
had after that experience have not 
been able to replicate that feeling for 
them. 

Based on this, it is pretty safe to say 
that Okafor's Law is not entirely a 
myth. 

It might not be as conclusive as it is 
usually made to appear, but it 
definitely is not an unfounded 
phenomenon. 

interesting words; “old firewood na 
hin dey catch pass.” 

Actually, Okafor's Law has 
some merit and there might be 
some logic to back it up. 

You'll agree that it often takes 
women some time to warm up to a 
guy, and they usually do not let 
down their guard easily but once 
they become comfortable to the 
point of  having sex with you, it 
may mean that their guard has well 
and truly been let down. 

This, coupled with the fact that 
the sex you had with her was 
actually mind-blowing and toe-
curling, might make it pretty 

I asked a guy, Chris [not his real 
n a m e ] ,  a  l a g o s - b a s e d  
photographer and he says “Guy, 
that stuff  works o. Really, I think the 
only time women get to really break 
away from that enchantment is when 
they become born again, and even at 
that, omo the thing still dey hard them 
o .” 

I asked a couple of  other people 
including two married persons and 
the responses were quite mixed but 
majority of  them say the theory is 
real to a very large extent. 

One of  them, a lady, backed up 
her statement with the following 

you do it properly, she somehow 
becomes too weak to say no to you 
from that moment onwards. 

This phenomenon is better 
known as Okafor's Law. 

The term has been made more 
popular in recent times by Omoni 
Oboli and all the drama that 
surrounded its release. 

If  Okafor's Law is to be 
believed, then it means that there is 
a kind of  magical power in the 
penis, and if  you stir that power 
well enough during sex with a 
woman, her brain will become 
reconfigured to always say yes to 
sex with you. 

Could this be true? Does this 
actually make sense? 

kafor's Law states that if  

Oyou have mind blowing 
sex with a woman once, 

you get a free pass to always have 
sex with her.

Whether you agree or disagree 
with stereotypes, they exist, guide 
and shape the way people think 
and how they relate with one 
another. 

For example, there is the 
widespread belief  that wives are 
better at managing family funds 
than men, it is also believed that 
women are terrible at apologizing 
for their mistakes in relationships 
and marriages. 

And then there is the belief  that 
if  you sleep with a girl once and 

hat does one do when 

Wfaced with a guy who 
does not want to take 

no for an answer? 
Here's one question many 

women may have had to ask 
themselves at some point of  their 
lives, because there's always going 
to be that one guy who comes 
along with the belief  that if  he 
tries hard enough, it's only a 
matter of  time before you cave in 
to his demands for a relationship. 

And you really can't place 
absolute blame on such guys 
because truly, there are women 
who believe in being pursued for 
long and wooed repeatedly before 
saying yes. 

So it kinda becomes a little 
difficult for men to know when 
women are really being serious 
with the 'no' they say or if  they're 
using it as a code word for 'chase 
me harder' and 'woo me better.' 

Regardless, however, there 
should still be a point during the 
chase when a guy gets the memo 
that a woman is indeed not 
interested. 

So if  you have told him to his 
face and on social media, if  you 
have blocked him and begun to 
seriously avoid him; if  you have 
patiently and politely waited for 
him to get the gist that you are 
really never changing your 'no' to 
'yes,' and yet he still keeps pushing 
for a relationship you do not want 
with him, you may be left with no 
other option but to literally switch 

up on him. 
Why you should 'change it for 

him' 
Ideally, every sane woman 

understands that there is nothing 
wrong in being asked out so they 
do not immediately act rude even 
if  they know from the offset that 
they would never date the guy in 
question. 

A l s o  e v e r y  s a n e  m a n 
understands that there's only so 
much persistence permitted 
b e f o r e  h i s  r e q u e s t s  f o r  a 
relationship with a woman 
becomes annoying and begins to 
escalate from asking to harassing. 

So if  you have been consistent 
and firm in your polite refusal of  
his proposal and he still won't 
take no for an answer, it is no 
longer wrong to do what it takes 
to get him to back off  even if  it 
means embarrassing him by 
going all out to give him a piece of  
your mind or getting people 
involved in shooing him off  your 
case. 

Before things get to this point, 
however, it is important to have 
first gone through the process of  
unequivocally and consistently 
saying NO. It would be wrong to 
give him anything that looks like 
green light or can be interpreted 
as a way of  leading him on and 
giving him hope. If  you do not 
want him, both your words and 
deeds need to show it so as not to 
make the s i tuation fur ther 
complicated than it has to be. 

S: If  it's more than your Pcontrol, it could be signs of  
depression,  and that  is 

beyond you. Please seek help from 
professionals on this.

We all know relationships and 
marriages are about experiencing 
the most happiness and positive 
vibes possible. So when your partner 
is  going through a phase of  
unhappiness, it is all normal to ask 
questions. 

Generally though, as a good 
par tner,  your  ques t ions  wi l l 
understandably be with a view to 
improving your boyfriend or 
girlfriend's mood and trying to see 
how to restore their happiness. 

Expectedly, you'd want to direct 
those questions to the unhappy 
partner in order to know what to do 
to  make  them happy  aga in . 
Sometimes however, the answer to 
your partner's happiness isn't really 
with them, but with you. And it is 
more  use fu l  to  ask  yourse l f  
questions, to see if  somehow, you 
are part or the whole reason for their 
moodiness. 

This is important because self-
assessment is one thing all couples 
need at regular intervals of  their 
relationship. The duty to always be 
the best possible version of  yourself  
is ever-present on you and your 
partner. So whenever your partner 
s h o w s  e l o n g a t e d  s i g n s  o f  

unhappiness and nothing you do 
seems to cheer them up or lift their 
mood, you need to ask yourself  if  
you have been good and proffer for 
yourself  honest answers. 

PS: If  it's more than your control, 
it could be signs of  depression, and 
that is beyond you. Please seek help 
from professionals on this. 

This could be the difference 
between having a partner who is 
perpetually sad and one who is 
happy and satisfied. 

So you should ask yourself; am I 
really doing this or that in the 
manner my babe likes it? Have I been 
paying him or her enough attention? 
Do I say I love you enough? Do I 
meet their emotional needs? 

You may be asking yourself; why 
do I have to do any introspection 
w h e n  t h e y  c a n  j u s t  e a s i l y 
communicate with me on anything I 
could have done to wrong them in 
any way. 

The answer to that is this: when a 
partner repeatedly communicates 
his or her worries and dissatisfaction 
and nothing gets done about it, 
there's likelihood that they'll not say 
anything about it anymore. 

They'll likely choose to remain 
silent, unhappy and maybe resentful 
instead of  communicating about the 
problem because over time, all their 
complaints and communication 
have fallen on deaf  ears and never 
yielded any good result. 

What this further establishes is 
the necessity of  humble self-
assessment in relationships. Never 
feel too big to assess yourself, note 
your own errors and change for the 
good of  your relationship even 
without being told by your partner. 

That could be all you need to 
make your partner move away from 
a gloomy, depressed person to a 
happy sweetheart. 

Obiano

Soludo

RelationshipRelationshipRelationship
Okafor's Law: Is this relationship theory a myth or reality? 

When a guy won't take no
for an answer

What to do if your partner
shows signs of unhappiness 

Unhappy coupleUnhappy coupleUnhappy coupleAccepting ‘No’ the hard wayAccepting ‘No’ the hard wayAccepting ‘No’ the hard way

Okafor’s law in play
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eople have strong opinions Pabout what style, cut, fabric 
and more is the best for 

them, and some strongly believe 
that no underwear is the best 
underwear

There are some surprising 
health side effects of  always 
wearing thongs or g-strings, in 

What is the cause?
We always hear of  people who 

have stroke after a fall in the bath.  
Why have we not heard of 

falling elsewhere?  
When I took part in a healthy 

lifestyle course, a National Sports 
Council  Professor,  who also 
participated in the course, advised 
that: 

The head should not be washed 
first in the process of  taking a bath 

e have been told that it 

Wis hygienic to shave 
your pubic hairs. But is 

it true? Nature put hair there for a 
purpose.

Shaving off  all your pubic hair 
has some adverse consequences. 

Most people want to take off  all 
their pubic hair because it makes 
them comfortable with their sex 

partners, social conventions or they 
feel it is cleaner that way. 

But shaving your pubic hair might 
not be such a good thing. 

Here is why you shouldn't shave 
your pubic hair; 

It irritates the pubic area
Doctor Emily Gibson says that 'It 

leaves microscopic open wounds.” 
When there are wounds in that 

area, bacteria would grow and 
multiply because it is a naturally 
moist area and a perfect culture for 
them. 

Protection
Pubic hair protects the vagina 

from dirt and pathogens that are in 
the environment that is why 
humans evolved with hair in their 
pubic region. The sebum the hair 
follicle produces help to protect the 
pubic region. 

Pubic hair makes sex better. 
I know a shaved pubic area is 

visually attractive, but it does not 
make sex better. 

It might give scars and abrasions 
from skin-to-skin contact. Pubic 
hair is known as a dry lubricant. 

I f  you must  shave,  do the 
following; 

Disinfect the shaving stick.
Wash the pubic area first
Always make sure the area is wet.
Use a mirror to see what it is you 

are doing and don't cut yourself.
Moisturize after you are done.
Avoid wearing tight clothes after 

shaving.

(even washing of  the hair). 
Other parts of  the body should 

be cleaned first.
This is because when the head is 

wet and cold, blood will flow to the 
head to warm it up.  

If  the blood vessels narrow, it is 
likely to cause the blood vessels to 
rupture.  

Since it usually happens in the 
bathroom, be sure to raise your 
awareness to avoid this happening 

again.
Correct process of bath taking:
 Start the wetness from the sole 

of  the foot.
 Progress to the small legs, the 

thighs, abdomen and then shoulder.
At this point, pause for 5-10 

seconds.
A feeling like steam/wind 

overflowing from the body may be 
observed; and then take a shower as 
usual.

particular, that you definitely need 
to know more about if  your 
underwear of  choice is a thong. 

Though some people find them 
to be the most uncomfortable 
underwear option, others prefer 
them for  e i ther  comfor t  or 
aesthetic reasons. There certainly 
can be some issues with wearing 

thongs all the time, but not 
everyone who chooses to wear 
them has to worry about every 
single health side effect. 

It's not just the amount of  time 
that you are wearing a thong, there 
are a lot of  different factors that 
can affect what sorts of  issues you 
might deal with when it comes to 
wearing thong underwear. From 
the materials, the thong is made 
out of, to the size and fit, and 
beyond, when it comes to thong 
underwear, there are a few things 
that  you need to  take  into 
consideration. 

Below are some risk wearing 
thongs may expose you to;

Vaginal infections
Thongs can cause health 

tudies have shown that beans 

Sprovide  the  body wi th 
soluble fiber, which plays an 

important role in controlling blood 
cholesterol levels.

Everybody knows that beans 
are a rich source of  protein, but not 
too many people know that this 
food carries a lot of  health benefit. 

Of  course, beans contain amino 
acids which are the chemicals that 
combine to form protein and help 
build muscle. But recent studies 
have also shown that they are rich 
in a type of  antioxidant called 
polyphenols. 

Antioxidants fight the effects of  
free radicals, which are chemicals 
that  affect  a wide range of  
processes in the body, from 
physical aging to cancer and 
inflammation. 

There other surprising health 
benefits that come with eating 
beans; read on to see five of  them. 

Here are five surprising health 
benefits of  eating beans 

1. Beans can help lower 
cholesterol 

And according to the findings 
of  recent studies, about 10 grams 
of  soluble fiber a day, the amount 
in 1/2 to 1 1/2 cups of  navy beans, 
reduces LDL cholesterol by about 
10 percent. 

In addition, beans contain 
saponins and phytosterols, which 
help lower cholesterol. 

2. It promotes heart health 
Medical practitioners do affirm 

that people who consume beans 
may be less likely to die of  a heart 
a t t a c k ,  s t r o k e ,  o r  o t h e r 
cardiovascular health problem. 
And this is as a result of  a 2013 
analysis of  previous studies that 
found a clear correlation between 
eating beans and a reduced risk of  
coronary heart disease. 

However, as mentioned earlier, 
beans help to lower cholesterol; 
and since high cholesterol is a risk 
factor for heart disease and heart 
attacks, it goes to say that beans 
help to promote heart health. 

3. Beans can help lower the 
risk of diabetes 

According to a study published 
in January 2008 in the "American 
Journal of  Clinical Nutrition," 

eating beans and other legumes 
may lower your risk for type two 
diabetes. 

As a matter of  fact, participants 
who consumed more beans were 
less likely to develop diabetes 
during the course of  the study, and 
this might be as a result of  the fiber 
and antioxidants contained in the 
beans. 

It can also be due to the low 
glycemic index of  the beans 
compared to other carbohydrates. 

However, it is important to note 
that glycemic index measures the 
effect of  carbohydrate-containing 
foods on blood sugar, with foods 
low on the index causing blood 
sugar levels to raise the least. 

4. Beans help to reduce cancer 
risk 

Beans are packed with a lot of  
antioxidants; this is why scientists 
recommend that adults consume 
three cups of  beans per week to 
promote health and reduce the risk 
of  chronic diseases, like cancer. 

In addition, recent studies have 
also shown that Some studies have 
s h o w n  t h a t  b e a n s  a c t  a s 
a n t i o x i d a n t s  a n d  a n t i -
inflammatories whose effect could 
reduce the risk of  cancer. 

5. It helps to control appetite 
Every lover of  beans knows 

this: Eating beans help prevent 
food craving. And this is due to the 
fiber and healthy starches in beans. 

As a matter of  fact, People tend 
to feel fuller after consuming 
b e a n s,  w h i c h  m ay  p r eve n t 
overeating and even help with 
weight loss. 

problems to those that wear them 
regularly. The health issues start 
from the urinary tract and vaginal 
infections. Thongs irritate and 
inflame the area around the 
Bartholdi's glands, which produce 
lubricant during intercourse. They 
asserted that if  the ducts that lead 
to the glands get hemmed, one 
could also develop a cyst next to 
one's vagina. Simply put, thongs 
irritate the vagina and not allowing 
i t  enough  a i r  space  which 
obviously reveals the harmful 
nature of  the string. 

Yeast infection
According to a study, thongs 

have the capacity of  increasing the 
chances of  getting a yeast infection 

because of  extra moisture built up 
from the tight fit. A manufacturer 
of  a medication used for the 
treatment of  yeast infections, 
Vagisil, affirmed that thong ought 
to be avoided because it causes 
yeast infections. 

Reactions of the skin
These are some of  the results 

gotten from wearing g-string: 
chafed  sk in ,  i r r i ta t ion  and 
infection. Chafed skin results 
when the thong rubs the sensitivity 
of  the skin. This can get infected 
and become very painful if  not 
quickly noticed. The clitoris can 
also become irritated from the 
friction of  the thong. 

G-strings: Surprising risks of wearing them regularly 

Surprising health benefits of eating beans 

Fainting or slumping in the bathroom

Why you shouldn't shave your pubic hairs 

G-strings

BeansBeansBeans
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ncontestably, the Igbo Ination is a combination of  
families, kindreds, villages 

and towns (communities). One 
of  the identifiable cultural 
patterns of  the Igbo is the 
collection of  homes. If  one is 
airborne and one is to take aerial 
photograph of  the entire nation 
of  Nigeria, one will not find it 
difficult to distinguish between 
towns and villages belonging to 
the Igbo, Hausa communities, 
Yoruba communities and other 
communities in Nigeria. One 
distinguishing aspect of  the Igbo 
communities is the clustering of  
homes in any Igbo community. 
The Igbo live together in 
buildings because the Igbo 
nation is a collection of  families 
who live together for protection. 
It is because the Igbo believe in 
the concept of  brother's keeper.

It is the characteristics of  the 
Igbo that they live together, 
work together, in order to 

Echos of culture 
With Dr. Chuks Osuji
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protect one another. On the 
o t h e r  h a n d ,  t h e  H a u s a  
communities live in scattered 
homes and villages. This is the 
r e a s o n  w h y  i n  I g b o  
communit ies,  towns and 
villages, Igbo homes are built 
together and every collection of  
villages are mostly under the 
authority of  the most senior 
member of  the family. These 
gives rise to the concept of, 
“Igwebuike (Collectivity is 
strength)”

Another important aspect of  
t h e  I g b o  i s  c o n c e p t  o f  
collectivism. When time was 
time, the head of  every family 
would march an army of  
members of  his family to the 
farm for collective farming. 
They may stay there until early 
evening before they could return 
to their homes for dinner and 
other night fall activities. This 
concept of  collectivism is 
perhaps one of  the noticeable 

items in Igbo culture. Today in 
overseas countries, the Igbo 
nationalities do a lot of  things 
together, congregate together, 
form associations or groups 
because of  the concept of  “being 
your brother's keeper “

For example, while I was in 
the United States and rounding 
up my doctorate program, one 
of  my cousins, Richard Anakani 
with whom I was living was 
returning from our night shift 
job. While my vehicle was 
waiting at the traffic light for the 
green light, a young man in his 
20's approached us and knocked 
at my door. We did not find it 
difficult to identify him as an 
Igbo person. I pulled at the road 
side to listen to his request. It is 
not necessary to ask how we 
knew he is Igbo. If  that question 
arises, it is too simplistic. 

Without wasting time, we 
asked him to enter our vehicle. 
D u r i n g  t h e  p r e l i m i n a r y  

conversation, he told us that us 
that his name was Okoh from 
Afikpo and that he has been 
wandering in the streets of  
Dallas trying to locate where he 
could take occupancy. We took 
him to our resident and kept him 
overnight.

It was during the discussion 
that he told us that the first thing 
he did was to go to a telephone 
booth, went through the entries 
in the telephone booth. And that 
he started with letter A. 
According to him, he knew that 
many Igbo names begin with A, 
C, E and O. He chose few names 
and tried their numbers. But 
none was either not willing to 
further discuss with him or cut 
off  the phone line. In the course 
of  the discussion, I asked him, 
“Why did you not look for Okoh 
in the telephone directory?” He 
replied saying, ”I knew that I 
wouldn't find Okoh because he 
knew that people with that name 

will not 
b e  i n  

Dallas Texas. 
A n o t h e r  

probing began again 
as I asked him why he did not 
look for Yoruba and he replied 
saying, “Persons with my tribe 
will give me a more warm 
welcome.” Incidentally, we 
kept him in our home for three 
days in order to help him find 
an accommodation. On the 
third day, we came back from 
work but could not find him. 
Few minutes later, our bell 
rang; as I was about to open 
the door, I saw Okoh with two 
policemen. 

As I showed my face, one of  
the police men asked me, 
“Don't you know him” and I 
replied saying, yes. He is one 
of  us. The man pushed him on 
the neck and replied, “Young 
man, be careful.” He told us 
that since we lived in a cluster 
of  apartments with over 500 
units each unit looking like 
that other that he had been 
trying every door he saw. Until 
one of  the tenants called the 
police. When they arrived 
(Police) he expressed thanks to 
the Creator. They traced him 
to our apartment with our 
apartment number and the 
rest is history.

In every home, there exist 
numerous age grade groups in 
our communities. These age 
grades. These age grades are 
highly illuminating as they 
hold monthly or weekly 
meetings where they will 
provide the following, road 
clearing, market and stores 
protection and security. In all 
communities in Igbo land, age 
grades are mobilized for some 
important activities in the 
c o m m u n i t i e s .  I n  a n y  
community, there may be 20, 
30 or 100 age groups. And 
since they are within vibrant 
age group, they are easy 
mobilized by the community 
to under take necessar y 
activities. 

Now that our existence is 
being threatened by some 
miscreants-in our society both 
t h e  g o v e r n m e n t  a n d  
traditional rulers must make 
use of  these age grades to form 
vigilante groups for the safety 
of  the communities. 

What they need is proper 
orientation and true definition 
of  their roles. If  they are 
properly organized by the 
communities, there will be no 
need for security operatives to 
be harassing them on the road. 
Because they are indeed 
veritable tools for community 
security.

Tortoise 
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Age grades as veritable tools for 
community security 
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Vox Pop

ith the current spate of insecurity bedeviling Nigeria, coupled with escalating agitations for secession coming from 

Wdifferent parts of the country  many Nigerians believe the country may not survive the latest crisis. They base their 
notion/opinion on the discriminate manner government of the day has been handling the whole issues. The perceived 

favouritism for some segment of the country and a clear marginalization, persecution and neglect of some parts of the country.
In this edition of News Echo vox pop, we sought the opinion of our readers on whether they see Nigeria surviving the myriad of 

challenges facing it currently.

Splendour Eze, a public affairs analyst, from Afikpo 
North LGA of Ebonyi State:
It all depends on our political leaders. In every agitation 
there is a reason for that. These agitators feel 
marginalized, neglected etc. They feel that the FG is not 
observing federal character in her appointments and 
many more! So many people are calling for restructuring. 
What has our government done in that regard? Nothing! 
Some said that they are born to rule. This born to rule 
mentality has to stop. Just like in the South Eastern 
Nigeria, where the people believe is their turn to produce 
the president, that if  by 2023, they are not giving the 
opportunity to produce the president, they will cease to 
be in one country with those with born to rule mentality. 

What has our political leaders done to address all these issues? Nothing! Just take a look at 
federal government projects, some region do not have much things going on in their region 
while other regions have it scattered all over the place. My brother, so many things have to be 
corrected in order to keep the country one and kill agitations once and for all. If  nothing is 
done, am afraid these agitators may not stop! As for security challenges we are facing in our 
country these days, the blame still goes to our leaders. During election period, they equip 
those hoodlums with guns just to intimidate or even kill their opponents. After election what 
happens with those guns that were not retrieved from these hoodlums becomes non of  their 
business. Why won't there be security challenges when the only people who get job from our 
government are cultists, criminals, terrorists, bandits etc.

M a z i 
K i n d n e s s 
J o n a h , 
C o n v e n e r, 
Voice from 
t h e  E a s t , 
N o n -
governmental organization:
Unfolding events show that Nigeria may not survive the 
current secession agitations, because of  the hatred 
against the Igbos which has been extended to other 
ethnic nationalities. Other ethnic nationalities have 
come to realize that the unity of  Nigeria cannot stand. 

They have come to understand that the real agenda is the planned islamization of  Nigeria 
by the Fulani. Other ethnic nationalities have realized that the hegemony of  the Fulani is 
against their individuality, hence the current quest for restructuring of  the country. It is not 
surprising that other ethnic groups are now demanding for separate entities. The only 
solution to stem the agitation for secession is perfect restructuring of  the country to instill 
equity, justice and fairness.

Harry Ezeoma, Business consultant in Ebonyi:
Nigerians have already given up on the government 
right now, because the government is not really 
doing what it ought to do to curb insecurity, but I 
think there is still a little time, if  the government can 
wake up to do what it ought to do to make things 
right, it will curb all forms of  criminality such as 
robberies, kidnappings, banditry and the activities 
of  the unknown gunmen. If  the government wakes 
up, it can still calm the situation as it's not yet 
fully out of  hand, but if  it fail to take immediate 
action on it, I don't think Nigeria can survive it"

Engr Onyeka Orji, Awka, Civil Engineer
With the current state of  the country, it will be hard to determine 
the survival of  this country following the various agitations of  
different minority groups in the country. The nepotism and 
tribalism in the country by the government of  is becoming 
increasingly untold. The security forces in the country is headed 
by one section of  the country, all the security apparatus is handle 
by the North, the killing in the middle-belt, the frustration of  the 
West, the secession agitation by the East on daily basis, so one 
would politely say that Nigeria indeed is dancing towards the 
famous novel;There was a country. If  care is not taken, the 
writing on the wall could be visible to the blind someday. All one 
could say is the country Nigeria is sitting on a ticking bomb and 
we hope the government will do something as fast as possible to breach the various agitations, 
before it gets out of  hand. An Igbo adage says, 'he who baths with soap should be careful'.

Bro Clement Adizuo, an evangelist and author from Akara, 
Isukwuato LGA of Abia State:
Nigeria can survive this terrible time and become greater. But that has 
to be made possible by the sincerity of  our leaders and patriotism from 
the citizens. As an evangelist, I have not stopped believing that Nigeria 
will survive the crises it has found itself. We survived June 12 and other 

crises. Let the leaders rule with the fear 
of  God and you will see things stabilize. 
America has more tribe than us but they 
are still united. I also urge our youths to shun violence. In fact, 
let the government create more jobs. When these happen, the 
country will return back to stability."

Francis Ikenna O., resides in Awka,  Civil Servant                                  
Yes, Nigeria would survive the present spate of  secessionist 
agitations and security challenges because "hard time doesn't 
last, but hard people do". I really wish Nigeria well.

Comrade Uche Udensi, Emeku, Owerri North Local 
Government Area of Imo State:
I don't think Nigeria can survive this present secessionist  
agitation and insecurity because of  the way the government 
officials are playing this game. The way they are handling it shows 
that they're not trying to bring diplomacy into the matter.
They think they can use force on those protesting against this 
union to remain without addressing the matter. Even if  the thing 
cools down, even if  the federal government gains upper hand now 
and out of  intimidation and fear, the secessionist back down,  
with time, the thing will still rise again because when somebody is 
wounded, he has to treat that wound for that wound to stop 
reoccurring.

If  you cover that wound with bandage, without proper treatment, thinking you've treated it, it 
will go off  a little and come back again. You found out that underneath, the wound will only be 
causing more damage.
So I believe that the best thing to do is to go into dialogue to find out actually what the 
secessionists are saying, to know whether those things needed to be addressed or whether they 
don't need to be addressed, so that every other party in this game will understand.
If  they have a genuine cause for their agitation, then they can be appeased with an apology 
tendered and then there will be a change of  mind, attitude and the way of  handling the agitation. 
May be the next six months or one year, we evaluate the outcome. You cannot force any man or 
woman into marriage when the love is not there.

Mr. Nzekwe Francis, from Udi, Enugu State
If  deep attention is not given to the ethnic groups' agitating 
for secession by the federal government, I'm afraid the 
country will be thrown into a state of  anarchy in the nearest 
future. It had become evident that government at the centre 
can no longer quench this fire that is burning in the country 
right now, without thorough negotiations with the different 
zones agitating for secession. 
If  not, Nigeria may not survive this impending doom. 
The government has been overwhelmed by the level of  
insecurity in Nigeria, and there is no way government can 
fight insecurity when there is already mixed feelings among 
the various regions of  the country. If  the secession needs of  
the various groups remains unattended, then there will be 
sabotage of  government little effort to curb the menace of  

insecurity.
If  plans are not made fast to lower down the activities of  the secessionist agitations and 
insecurity through proper consultations and peaceful negotiations, then the country will 
collapse in an unruly manner.

By Uzoma Ogoke, with contributions from; Emma Ifeanyi, Uchenna Ezeadigwe, Godson Nwosu, Chuma Austin and Dan Maduagwu
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The monk strap was made for 
suits and suits were made for the 
monk strap. Pair it with coloured 
socks for a retro and fashionable 
look. 

The loafers 
This is midway between casual 

and corporate. It is for days when 
you do not want to wear a necktie 
or socks. It is also perfectly paired 
with agbada or native attires. 

Oxfords 
If  you wear suits a lot, then you 

must have an oxford in your shoe 
rack. It is distinguished and makes 
the wearer look dashing. They also 
go with agbadas. 

Dress sneakers 
This is not as athletic as other 

types of  sneakers. It goes with 
virtually every outfit. Shorts, 
chinos, suits and so on. 

 man might have different 

Ashoes but have no idea 
how and what to wear 

them in.
There are some essential shoes 

every working man should have to 
be classy and stylish 

These are the five must-have 
shoes for men and how to style 
them. 

The Chelsea boots 
Before you rush to buy Chelsea 

boots, look at your closet and see if  
you have the clothes to go with it. 

Chelsea boots are midway 
between casual and formal. The 
tricky thing about Chelsea boots is 
the length of  the trouser. You do 
not want it covering the entire boot. 
Always wear slim and fitted jeans 
that are ankle length or folded at 
the bottom 

The monk strap 

h e r e  i s  s o m e t h i n g Tundeniably attractive 
about waist beads but is 

there something more to its 
appeal?

Though there are many other 
reasons why people wear waist 
beads, the two most common 
uses are a fashion accessory or a 
sexual aphrodiasic. 

The Yorubas say “It is the 
beads that make the buttocks shake." 

Waist beads are little beads 
strung and worn around the 
waist. I asked what people 
thought of  waist beads on 
Twitter and people had mixed 
reactions to it. 

Twitter user, Tolu said “It's 
mad sexy, not going to lie, it is an 
accessory too. The same way you 
look better with earrings and 
necklaces. Sprinkle anklets and you 
can have all my money.” Femi said, “I feel it is sexy, that is 

all.” 
Twitter user Kaleidoscope 

said, “I don't like waist beads.” 
w h e n  a s k e d  w hy  h e  s a i d 
“Nothing, I just don't like it” 

The Yoruba people of  the 
Southwest part of  Nigeria have a 
lot of  cultural and religious 
beliefs surrounding the culture of  
wearing waist beads. One of  the 
beliefs is that it was laced with 
charms to increase sexual 
potency and charm men. 

Tradit ional ly  in  Yor uba 
culture, women were forbidden 
to show men their waist beads to 
the opposite sex because it was 
akin to being seen naked. 

Priestesses and worshippers of  
various deities also wear waist 
beads. 

In Hindu belief, there is a 
phenomenon known as chakra 
energy. Chakra energy in waist 

beads is believed to help the 
woman wearing them stay 
aligned and help with the flow of  
life-sustaining energy. 

Most young women (and few 
men) in Nigeria wear waist beads 
as a fashion accessory. Although 
it is still being sold and marketed 
by Instagram and Twitter 
aphrodisiac sellers as a means of  
enhancing sexual prowess and 
bewitching men. 

There appears to be two sides 
of  the divide, maybe a correct 
position would be waist beads are 
whatever you believe it is for you. 

Do you believe that waist 
beads are simply visually and 
sexually appealing or that there is 
something deep and darker in 
their appeal? 
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anchester United have Magreed personal terms 
w i t h  B o r u s s i a 

Dortmund winger Jadon Sancho.
United have been tracking the 

England international for the 
past two seasons and failed in a 
summer move last year.

But they have now moved one 
step closer to finally signing their 
target having struck a deal with 
the player himself.

A c c o r d i n g  t o  F a b r i z i o 
Romano, Sancho has agreed a 
contract until 2026.

Still, United are yet to agree a 
transfer fee but have started 
negotiations with Dortmund, 
who rate the forward at £80m.

uper Eagles coach Gernot 

SRohr has revealed that 
Nigeria's opening World 

Cup qualifier against Liberia will 
take place at the Teslim Balogun 
Stadium, Lagos.

The  three - t ime  Afr ican 

Th e  I m o  S t a t e  O i l 
P r o d u c i n g  A r e a 
D e v e l o p m e n t 

Commission (ISOPADEC) has 
accepted to partner with the Imo 
Sports Writers Association to 
host a sports seminar for sports 
writers in the South East. 

The Managing Director and 

Chief  Executive Officer (CEO), 
o f  t h e  i n t e r v e n t i o n i s t 
organization, Chief  Charles Orie, 
made the disclosure Wednesday 
during a courtesy call by members 
of  the sports writers in his office. 

Orie  whi le  accept ing the 
proposal by SWAN promised to 
suppor t  the  venture  whi le 

advising them to 
be  pr udent  in 
t h e i r  b i l l i n g . 
A c c o r d i n g  t o 
him, “I will do 
m y  b e s t  t o 
support so long it 
is in the right 
direction''  

T h e  s p o r t s 
j o u r n a l i s t s  i n 
recognition of  
the outstanding 
role he has played 
in championing 

the growth of  sports especially at 
the grass roots level. It is reported 
that for the past 25 years or more 
the CEO has in various ways 
supported sports.

He was decorated with an 
insignia as a patron of  the 
a s s o c i a t i o n  a n d  i s s u e d  a 
certificate of  recognition.

The MD while appreciating the 
honour advised the media men to 

be professional in their practice. 
In his words, practice journalism 
in good faith, without fear or bias 
while enjoining them to restrain 
negative comments against the 
government 

Earlier, SWAN chairman Rotn 
Everst Ezihe has appealed for 
support to enable his group train 
South East sports writers in 
August. 

Champions will return to the stadium 
where they hosted Lesotho in their 
final 2021 Africa Cup of  Nations 
qualifiers in March.

It was their first competitive game 
in the country's commercial capital in 
20 years, and it appears they enjoyed 
their return to the city.

Uyo had been home to the Super 
Eagles for years, but Rohr's men have 

not played at the Akwa Ibom 
Stadium since 2019.

T h e  t h r e e - t i m e  A f r i c a n 
champions played their first 2021 
Afcon qualifier at the stadium, but 
the subsequent two home games were 
played at the Samuel Ogbemudia 
Stadium, Benin and Teslim Balogun 
Stadium Lagos.

They are now set to stay in Lagos 
for  their  opening World Cup 
qualifier, with Rohr confirming it 
after the game against Cameroon.

“The fans are welcome, we hope 
that the fans can come to the stadium 
in  September  that  th is  crazy 
pandemic which is making things 
difficult for everybody will allow 
them to be with us,” Rohr said.

“We have to start well in Lagos in 
the Teslim Balogun stadium,” he 
added.

The 2022 World Cup qualifiers 
were initially scheduled to start in 
June, but CAF moved it to September 
as some countries host stadiums did 
not meet FIFA's standards.

were still after their man, with the 
England international also 
pushing for a move to Old 
Trafford.

S a n c h o  i s  c u r r e n t ly  o n 
international duty ahead of  the 
d e l a y e d  E u r o p e a n 
Championships.

He is joined by United stars 

D e a n  H e n d e r s o n ,  H a r r y 

Maguire, Luke Shaw and Marcus 

Rashford.

The two clubs were unable to 
come to terms last summer, as 
Dortmund demanded £108m.

At the t ime,  United were 
unwilling to match the price tag and 
instead moved for Edison Cavani, 
34, on a free transfer.

In the period since, the German 
giants dropped their valuation and 
opened the door to selling Sancho, 
due to financial strains amid the 
coronavirus pandemic.

And United made it clear they 

afa Benitez is a serious Rcontender to become 
Everton's new manager 

with Farhad Moshiri increasingly 
keen on Liverpool's former boss.

Nuno Espirito Santo has been 
favourite for the post since Carlo 
Ancelotti left for Real Madrid and 
his claims seemed to strengthen 
when Crystal Palace halted their 
pursuit of  the former Wolves boss 
on Tuesday.

Moshiri,  Ever ton's major 

shareholder, has spoken to Nuno's 
representatives but agreeing a 
financial package with him and 
the coaching entourage he wants 
to bring is proving problematic.

As a result ,  Ever ton are 
considering other options — and 
Moshiri intends to talk to Benitez, 
whose family have lived on 
Merseyside since he joined 
Liverpool in 2004. 

David Moyes, who led Everton 
for 11 years before leaving for 
Manchester United in 2013, is in 
the running but Everton have a 
good relationship with West Ham 
and it is doubtful whether they 
would agree to an approach for 
the Scot.

Other names being considered 
include Christophe Galtier, who 
led Lille to the French title, 
Brighton's Graham Potter, and 
Roberto Martinez, who had three 
years in the hotseat at Everton 
from 2013 to 2016.
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